District 6
Precincts Include

Harris County
0101  0609
0106* 0613*
0113  0614
0244  0629
0342* 0660
0358* 0661
0364* 0669
0468* 0697*
0478  0698*
0479  0757
0484  0794
0511  0873
0515  0884
0516  0957
0549* 0958*
0592  0970*
0597  1045

LSC jurisdiction may occupy only part of a precinct.
* Denotes precinct falls in multiple LSC Single Member Districts.

LSC Board of Trustees Map

LSC-CyFair • LSC-Houston North • LSC-Kingwood • LSC-Montgomery • LSC-North Harris • LSC-Tomball • LSC-University Park
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